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FINEST
PRE
PRE‐‐MADE
DIT DA JOWS
Our hand-crafted dit da jows, which not coincidentally are prepared
one single batch at a time, combine the energies of some of the most
powerful Iron Palm and/or Hand Conditioning formulas in the martial
arts. The ingredients in our jows combine herbs found in legendary
formulas such as the 600 year old Bak Fu Pai's Coconut Break, the 6th
century Buddhist Golden Lotus formula, Hung Gar's ancient Tit Jeung
Jow, and the renowned White Crane Dit Da Jow. We have delicately
balanced herbs such as: the mender of broken bones Gu Sui Bu, Wu Jia
Pi, Mo Yao, Xu Duan, dragon's blood Xue Jie,Tu Bie Chong, Ma Qian
Zi, Ru Xiang, San Qi, etc., to create our own iron palm and hand
conditioner jows that are -- judging from positive customer feedback -two of the best premade jows in the world!

WHAT MAKES OUR JOWS
WORTHY OF THIS CLAIM?

First, you must consider the source, our
jows are real, they are made from classical
formulas with lineage that is accurate, and
we stake our reputation on it.
Second, there are five important criteria
that we never compromise in the
preparation of our Imperial Hand
Conditioning Elixirs...

The Quality of the Herbs that are used:
Due to their common botanical origin, herbs are subject to the same
standards of quality as that of fruit and vegetables. Just as the quality
standards used to grade all fruit and vegetables are not necessarily
equal the same can be said for Chinese herbs. As with fruits and
vegetables herbs are labeled premium, medium grade, as well as
lower grades. Here at Treasures From the Sea of Chi, we pride
ourselves on always using herbs of the highest grade!
There is a tendency among some producers of hand conditioners to use
the least expensive lower grade of herbs in an attempt to increase profit
levels ... we only use premium grade herbs because we know that the
effectiveness and potency of the dit da jow is significantly influenced by
the quality of the herbs used in its preparation.
The Freshness of the Herbs:
The premium quality of herbs that we use in our jows come from fully
mature plants that have been grown using strictly controlled seasonal
guidelines for planting and harvesting, and optimal soil conditions. The
best plants are used while they are fresh, because we know that when
herbs are used past their prime, the resulting jow is weaker and
less effective.
Proper Aging:
The potency of dit da jows increase with aging, and the longer it is aged the
better it will be. Aging occurs best when the herbs and alcohol are mixed
together and sealed. Some may tell you that the jow continues to age once
it is bottled for sale ...this is incorrect and is merely an excuse to try and sell
you improperly aged dit da jow. All of our jows age for a minimum two years.
Proper Aging Vessel:
The vessel or container in which the jow is aged and stored is also
extremely important. Some may claim that using plastic bottles or
containers is acceptable... Well, it is not! Anyone with experience in
making dit da jows will tell you that as the herbal mixture starts to
decompose in the plastic -- that it almost melts it -- the decomposing
plastic then mixes with the aging jow changing its characteristics! Which
is why we only use glass bottles and containers throughout the aging
and storing of our jows.
100% Pure:
Our Imperial Hand Conditioning Elixirs are 100% pure (herbs
and alcohol), they are never diluted in any way.

seaofchi.com formulas use only high quality organically
grown Chinese herbs and we guarantee their efficacy

By satisfying all of the points of the most stringent
criteria we can proudly declare that we produce
what is arguably the finest pre-made iron palm
and hand conditioning dit da jows in the world!

T RY T H E M !
COMPARE OURS
WITH THE OTHERS
WE KNOW YOU
WILL AGREE
H O W TO P U R C H A S E
The two jows can be purchased online, click either or both of these links:
http://seaofchi.com/Martial%20Training-305/Dit-Da-Jows-HandConditioner-Premade-seaofchi-brand
http://seaofchi.com/Martial%20Training-305/seaofchi.com%
20ready-made%20Iron%20Palm%20Liniment
When ordering refer to premade jows:
Iron Palm Jow or Hand Conditioner
Both types of jow are priced as follows:
4 oz. bottle $15.00 Item # N364 or N414
8 oz. bottle $28.00 Item # N368 or N418
16 oz. bottle $50.00 Item # N3616 or N4116
32 oz. bottle $98.00 Item # N3632or N4132 *
Gallon bottle $195.00 Item # N36GAL or N41GAL *
* Due to the heavy weight of the glass bottles used for
32 oz. and gallon bottles “free shipping” is not available.
If you’d like to know more about jows, or if you want to purchase,
please give us a call or send an email. We look forward to hearing
from you.
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